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I. INTRODUCTION
It is trite to observe that the proper administration of laws
requires a legal system replete with adequate procedural and
evidentiary safeguards which allows the efficient resolution
of conflicts (in the civil low) and the proper adjudication
of guilt or innocence (in the criminal law).
But it is equally trite that the most elaborate legal system
may be inaccessible to the populace either because of its :
( i) failure to identify a conflict situation
and recognise it as amenable to the legal
process, or
(ii) lack of knowledge as to the remedies to
pursue, or
(iii) inability to understand and utilise
efficiently the safeguards provided by the
legal system.
In developing countries such as ours this problem of access is
eX3cGrbQted~ if not caused, by poverty. If the widespread
incidence of poverty impedes the proper use of the legal system
then the administration of laws and the proper functioning of
the rUle of law is in questiono
The question of access is therefore critical in determining
the efficacy of the legal system and ascertaining whether the
administration of laws is compatible with the fundamental
norms of Q d8mQ~rat!c society.
110 tHE LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE RUnAL POOR: A STUOY OF ACCESS
IN THE CIVIL LAW AREA
1. Q.§_JECT Qf__IHE STUOY.
A study of 3 rural poor communities was undertaken in
1975 to ascertain the use value of the legal system
by poverty communities to seek and sacure the resolution
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of legal problems they confronted. Ultimately the study
helped evaluate the efficacy of the legal system by
providing i~cisive insights into the accessibility of
the legal system to poverty communities. More
specifically, the primary purposes of the study were ts:
(1) determine the types of legal problems confronting
the rural poor person;
(2) identify the categories of problems he perceived
as 'legal';
(3) ascertain the typicol problem solving meth&ds and
institutions he employed and their effectiveness;
(4) identify categories of problems not perceived as
being legal which are amenable, nonetheless, to
.resol~tion through the legal process;
(5) .asse~s the perception of the poor of the possible
effectiveness of legal intermediaries on their
behalf in specific problems;
(6) identify factors which heightened legal perception
and prublem-solving ability.
2. THE COMMUNITIES SURVEYED
The 3 communitiGs consisted of:
(1) 0 Malay community located in Southern Johor,
just outside Mersing. 80% (N=160) households
ware interviewed.
(2) a predominontly Malay community in Northern
Malaya, located about 7 miles from Alor Star.
150 households were interviewed.
(3) 0 community in a FELDA scheme situated about
18 milos from the township of Koto Tinggi in
Southern Malaya. 70% (N=254) of the settlers
were interviewed.
3 • T.ttl ~IJ R.lLE..Y __::...1l£ J I::l.OD.O LQ.C..Y
Tho survoy was conduct€~ ~n two levels:
first, a questionnaire was odministered to the
snmple community.
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3Secondly, answers obtained thereform were utilised
in a series of unstructuted interviews with the community
leaders and service agency personnel whom the sample
groups identified as "sources" they turned to. This was
done to ascertain the community leaders' perception of
problems the poor in their community faced, and the
problem-solving mode they employed or would recommend.
Their ability to identify a problem as 'legal' and
their suggestion of legal solution were particularly
noted.
4. THE RESULTS SUMMARISED:
A. The Hypothetical Problems
The first SGt of questions consisted of hypotheticels
designed to elicit responses on areas which, it was
thought, affected the life of the poverty communities.
These hy~otheticals were generally utilized to test
perception of a problem as legal, knowledge of legal
and other problem solving means and willingness to take
action.
The following results may be summarized:
First, the communities' perceptiun of a problem as legal
~nd their knawledge of legal and other problem solv illg
means and willingness to utilize these means were
conditioned by their understanding of their rights.
Given that their conception of their rights was very
poor, the poor were unable
amenable to legal redress.
resorted to was self-help.
to perceive problems as
Consequently the r~medy
AriSing out of their failure to recognise problems as
logal, a disturbingly large majority said they would
nut know what to do.
Secondly, there were some members of the sample
communities who had a general notiun of wrong, and on
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this fJrmed a broad notion of their rights. But, when
aggrieved they felt ubable to assert and establish
these rights. Instead they ~lac8d reliance on others.
In some instances their reliance would lead to an
effective resolution of their problem. But often the
communities were almost totally dependent on those who
invariably stood in a more or less exploitative
relationship to them. The boat-owners and shup-keepers
were unlikely to undermine their own interest by advising
the rural poor to assert their rights against them.
Thus the communities' reliance on them sometimes
stultified perception of problems as legal.
Indeed against them there is little the poor think of
doing nor even think they are entitled to do. Legal
remedies against them were rarely contemplated. For
example, if they fall into arears in their loan
repayments with a moneylender ur if he charges them high
interest rates or where the lender alsu, for example,
owns the boats they use for fishing enterprise and he
makes them sell their catch at depressed rates, their
only recourse is to entreat him with pleas of mercy to
be charit~ble.
Thirdly, those who asserted they would take action
app3sred to react more out of indignation based on their
broad nJtions of right and wrong. But t~ey were not
aware of their rights, the consequences of ascertaining
th8ir rights cnd whether they had taken these
consequences into accuunt when suggesting their answers.
Fourthly, it appeared that prior contact with an
administrative source may have not unly improved their
knuwledge of their rights but increased as well their
willingness to pursue their rights within the
administrative framework.
Conversely previous experience also appeared to work
negatively. For example in relation to the child
custody poser, 40% said they would do nothing. This
was bocause from their previous experience they knew
.••/5
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Fiftly, the poverty community had an overwhelming view
of authority which inhibited or stultified their ability
to perceive a problem as amenable to the legal prOC6SS.
This was most strikingly demonstrated in the answers to
the query - what the parent would do if the child was
charged for a criminal offence. It was generally felt
that the authorities would not have initiated the
criminal process unless their child was in fact guilty.
Consequently, elthough experience had proved their
intercesSion with the police authorities futile, they
still felt that was the only "remedy" to pursue.
Intercession meant the usual pleBs for clemency.
SiKthly, it may be tentatively suggested that the poverty
communities preferred conciliation to conflict. Perhaps
for this reason they did not think of 'asserting' rights,
os is required under an adversary legal process. The
use of the lawyer, associated with the process, was
therefore never even contemplated, even in the child
arrest problem where the role of the court and the "law"
is more clearly visible.
Binally, our legal system is based on self-identification
of injury and wrong and self-selection of a remedy.
Amongst the poor, as we have seen, this self-idenlificati~n
/selection process is virtually non-operative.
Consequently the viability of the legal system, in
relation to poverty communities at least, is questionable.
B. KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF RESOURCES
The following conculsions may be summarised:
First, knowledge of existing services was often non-
eXistent in important areas where distributive mechanisms
theoreticolly exist to mitigate some of the harsher
consequences of poverty. Where knowlodge eXisted, it was
extremely rudimentary and confined to areas of immediate
Use '0 the Subject.
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Secondly, as a consequence, the use or the services was
small. Their use was greater in -relation to immediate
breed ond butter questions. Use was olso heightened
where there was intensive propaganda coupled with
constont supervision and careful guidance~
finally, they acquired knowledge and use of resources
primarily through bodies of which they were members and
which provided them with a steady flow of information
on specific services. Intensive education via
voluntary organisations was elso useful where it was
sustained and carefully followed-up.
C. STUDY Of ACTUAL PROBLEMS
This part tested the way in which the communities
handled actual problems they faced. Their methods~
course of action and the succesS or otherwise of the
outcome were compared with their answers to the
hypotheticals and their levelS of knouledge of available
resources. The effect of problems as a learning
experience and the factors which enhanced the ability
of particular individuals to become more effective
problem solvers were analysed.
conclusion
Generally, the communities responded feebly when
confronted with a problem,- Their choice of problem-
solving channels was ineffective. They performed
particularly well where they had no choice, 8g over-
due payments, in which situations they adopted viable
non-legal maans of redress. Prior experience with
agencies, either direct or indirect, sometimes tended
to discourage use where there was a failure to obtain
an effective remedy. This also explained, in some
cases, the wide divergence between answers in
hypotheticals and responses to actual problems. Even
where a remedy was pursued, there was no folloW up
until final resolution. Often a mera denial resulted
in an abrupt ana to the aubJact·. qu••t 'or a r...dy •
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to existing legal problem~..-
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Consequently access
There was practically no recourse to lawyer's
services" Generally there was reflected in the
answers, a difficulty in identifying a legal
problem/solving styles was hampered. All in all,
by way of impressionistic comment, it may be
concluded that
(a) The impact of even the skeletal knowledge of
the poor about legal resources and problem
solving styles upon the use of such resources
and styles was practically nil.
(b) The poor's non-use of the legal system
suggested that they perceived the legal system
as largely expensive and therefore inaccessible.
III ACCESS TO JUSTICE IN THE CR~MINA~~~REA:
A. THE UNREPRESENTED ACCUSED
The efficacy of the legal system in the criminal law
area is best evaluated by focussing attention on the
accused persons _ the grudging "consumers" ~ 1: 'f~ ..::... v-
g~~~ '. The question that needs answering is
whether the accused persons can understand and
utilise efficiently the procedural and evidentiary
safeguards, with which our laws are replete, to
establish their innocence. This necessarily leads
us to the UbiquitousL~~presented accused.
Tho plight of tho unpresented accused is now widely
acknowledged. In Powell v. Alabama Justice
Sutherland of the U.S. Supreme Court pointedly,
stated :'
"Even the intelligent and educated
layman has small and sometimes no
skill in the science of law. If
charged with crime, he is incapable,
generally, of determining for
himself if whethe~ the indictment
is good or bad. He is unfamiliar
••./8
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with the rules of evidence. Left
without the aid of the counsel he
may be put on trial without a
proper charge, and convicted upon
incomp~tent evidence, or evidence
irrelevant to the issue or other-
sise inadmissible. He lacks both
the skill and knowledge adequately
to prep~re his defence, even
though he has a perfect one. He
requires ~he guiding hand of
counsel at every stage of the
proceedings against him. Without
it, though he be not guilty, he
faces the danger of conviction
because he does not know how to
establish his innocence_liS
Justice Wan Yahya bin Pawan Teh of the High Court Malaysia
has re-echoed this view in these terms:
" .... The complex procedures of our
court with all its technical
refinements may pose serious obstructions
to the poor unpresented layment from
successfully obtaining justice."
2. THE IMPORTANCE Of ADDRESSING OURSELVES TO THE PR08lE~S
Of THE UNREPRESENTED ACCUSED
It is important to realise that it is the state in
pursuance of its duties, which initiates the
criminal process against its citizens and that this
process may end with the imposition of serious
disabilities on the persons proceeded against. It
is therefore obligatory on the Governemnt to ensure
that all extraneous factors which unduly impedo the
attainment of a just and proper result are eliminate
or their impact minimised. It is not only the
... /9
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interest of the accused which needs protection; wider
and more important interests are at stake. Our
system of trial is adversary. The innocence of the
accused is presumed. The state accuseSj and is
backed up by the whole infrastructure of the justice
department, which includes experienced investigators
and experienced prosecutors. It is for the accused
to challenge effectively the state's case against
him. The Judge in this accusatorial trial system
merely presides at the trial, listening to both sides
and intervening only to clarify points that are
obs.)cure. He fihally gives his decision on the basis
of the case presented by both sides. It is clear
therefore that the adversary trial system assumes an
equal contest between the participants, and the proper
performance of both the prosecutory and defence
functions. If there are limitations on the ability
of one contestant to ~arshal his evidence, dissect his
opponent's evidence and advance the necessary supportive
arguments then the implicit assumptions of the adversary
system ere fictional and the system itself inherently
unjust. The proper functioning of the rule of law in
the criminal area is then at stake.
The problem is exacerbated when it is poverty which
prevents the accused from engaging counsel to help him
conduct his case. It is for these reasons that legal
assistance to accused persons has become an integral
component of most legal systems throughout the world.
3. THE POSITION IN MALAYSIA
But the existing legal aid schemes are not all uniform. .
Some countries have elaborate schemes designed to assist
the accused from the moment he is arrested whilst in
others, for example Malaysia, counsel is introduced to,
advance pleas of mitigation after a finding of guilt.
The reason accounting for this difference often relates
33
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to the availability and application of funds. The
cost of legal aid may be prohibitive especially in
a developing country where scarce resources have to
be allocated amongst a long and competing list of
priorities.
Records show quite clearly that financial consideration
determined the scope and extent of ~he legal aid scheme
set up in 1970. for this reason legal aid in criminal
cases is limited to advancing pleas of mitigation on
behalf of a convicted accused. No research proceded
the decision to implement the legal aid scheme in this
way. Nor has there been any evaluation research to
determine whether scarce funds are being efficiently
utilised by supplying counsel at this stage of the
trial process.
4. STUDY Of THE POSITION Of THE UNPRES[NTED ACCUSED
A formulativ8 or 9Eplorctory study was undertaken by
this writer in 1974-1975 and published in 19788• Tho
study examined the position of the unpresented accused
and sought to establ~sh the relationship between
representation and the outcome of the case.
BG.s.Nijar, "The position of the Unrepresentod Accused
in the subordinate Courts in Malaysia, "Kuala Lumpur,
faculty of law, University of Malaya, 1978 (Ll.M.
Dissertation). I am grateful to the Law faculty for
the use of date and material from this study.
5. THE DATA fOR THE STUDY
Data was collected from the records of th Mag trot '
Court Kuala lumpur in respect of all criminal c 0
registered between January to July 1973. Th to 1
sample is 390. To supplemsnt this study, dot u r
also collected from the Subordinato Courts t 8 u
Pahat, K1uang and Mersing. Interviews u r 1 a
conducted of some of the accused per on. Unpr n d
•••/11
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.accusod personse'weve also observed "conducting" their
own defenc8. As the courts were located in highly
urban, semi-urban'and semi-rural areas, a fairly
representative result was obtained.
8. THE LEVELS OF REPRE5ENTATION
1. THE LEVELS OF REPRESENTATION ALL CASES
The level of unpresentation was very high and quite
unaffected by the location of the Court, as the table
belolJ indicates:
TABLE 1.
LEVEL OF REPRESENTATI N - ALL CASES
study 14A Representation Total
Represented Unrepresented
1 68 (22.1%) 241 (77.9% 309(100%).
(80.6%~2 37 (19.4%) 154 191(100%)
5A 106 (32.6%) 219 (67.4%) 325(100%)
, ,
38 79 (33.6%) 156 (66.4%) 235(1QO%)
4A 12 (14.8%) 69 (85.2%) 81(100%)
48 21 (35.0%) 39 (65.0%) 60(100%)
"
study 1 (all criminal cases registered at
Kuala Lumpur Magistrates Cou,rts :January _
July 1973. Total sample: 309)
Study 2 (Bntu Pahat Mngistr~tes Court, 2
weeks in 1972 - Total sample: 191) - in
respect of criminal cases
study 3A (all criminal cases registered at
Kuala Lumpur Magistrates Court August-
••• /12
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December 1973. Total sample: 325)
study 38 (all criminal cases registered at
Kuala Lumpur Sessions Court August - December
19730 Total sample: 235)
Study 4A (all criminal cases rogistered at
Kluang Magistrates and Sessions Courts August-
December 1973. Total sample: 81)
Study 48 (all criminal cases registered at
Mersing Magistrate and Sessions Courts. Total
sample: 60)
2. LEVELS OF REPRESENTATION FOR THOSE PLEADING
GUILTY
The table below summarises the date:
TABLE 2
LEVEL OF REPRESENTATION - fOR THOSE
PLEADING NOT GUILTY
- -
Study Representation Total
Represented Unpresented
1 60 (44,4%) 75 (55.6%) 135 (100%~
2 34 (54.8%) 28 (45.2%) 62 (100%)
3A 86 (65.2%) 46 (34.8%) 132 (100%
38 65 (66.3%) 33 (33.7%) 90 (100%)
-
The level of representation is seen lO havo improvod
appreciably, baing more than 65% for the 1973 udio
compared with 44.4% and 54.8% for the 1972 s udi G 1 and
2 respectively. It must be emphasised that the bulk of
the unrapresented pleaded guilty and therefor war
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outside the computotion. It is plausible that a higher,
percentage of those claiming erial recognise the futility
of travelling the l~ngth of the trial process unaided by
counsel and therefore they engage counsel. Alternatively,
it is equally possible that those who cannot afford
counsel, recognise the futility bf "going it alone" and
consequently plead guilty. This would mean that counsel
is chosen not because it' is realised that help is needed
to proceed 'through the intticacies of a trial but
extraneous factors (possibly' indigency) determine pleBS
in the first place so that only those fro~ this
perspective, the level 6fl;)nrepre~entation ranging from
55.6% in Study 1 t~ 33.7% iri Study 38 appears
inordinately high.
3. LEVELS Of REPRESENTATION AT THE SENTENCING STAGE
In study 1, of the 68 represented, 38 were not convicted
whilst out of the 241 -unrepr ee ant so , 53, or 17.2% were not
convictod. Thus a total of 218 people or 70.5% were
convicted, qut of .a total or 309 persons charged. The
level of represent~tio~'~mon~st the ~on~ict8d ~t the
sentencing stage i~ indicated in the Table 3. (Data fot
Studies' 2 and ,4 were no t ovailable.),
TABLE 3
LEVEL Of REPRESENTATION AT
SENTfNCING STAGE
Represen ta t Lon " ' -"
Study Total_.
Rep~es':3nted Unrepresented_ . "
1 30 (13.8%) 188 (86.2%) 218 (100%)
·3A 30 (14.2%) 181 (85.2%) 211 (100%)
38 I 35 (21. 5%) 128 (78.5%) 163 (100%)"
••• ':1'4
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These figures once ogain, ·ranging· from 78.5% in respect
of Study 38 and 86.2% in respect of Study 1, make
abundantly clear the high lovel of unrepresentation at
a fairly critical stage of the pr~ceGdings. The range
of possible sentences imposable is wide: from an
admonition nnd discharge withou~ the conviction being
recorded to long custodial sentencas together with
heavy fines and whipping. The sentences imposable,
natu~ally vary according to the gravity of tho offence.
If these figures referred to relate primarily to
minor offences, then the statistics may unjustifiably
exaggerate the unfavourable position of the unrepresented
accused at this stage. Primarily for this reason, it
was sought to relate the level of representation to the
seriousness of offence with which the accused was
charged. Table 4 sets forth the date in respect of
Study 1.
TABLE 4
NUMBER OF UNREPRESENTED ACCUSED
BY SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENCE
STUDY 1
.
• t
Unpresented Total
20 (100%) 20 (100%)
62 ( 71.3%) 87 (100%)
148 ( 79.6%) 186 (100%)
1 (100%) 1 (100%)
231 ( 78.6%) 294 (100%)
I
Seriousness of offence:
Maximum Penalty
!i'
Ten years and above
Five to seven years
Two to five years
Under two years
..•
Total
The table shows that there is an alarm1ngly high
proportion of ~asBs in which the defendants were unr pres
even in the most serious kinds of cases tried by magistr
No co-relation is apparent between representation and h
seriousness o~ the offence. In the circumstanc St th r
must certainly be other foctors thot determino tho ongog'
.•. /15
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of counsel as there is an equ~lly high ~evel of
unrepresentation for both the most serious and least
serious of the offences tabulate~.· Possibly, those
who feel that theye;{re 'guilty would refrain from
engaging counsel. ~ut th~ ~ore plausible reason points
to the financial inability 'of the accused to retain
counsel.
4 THE REASONS FOR THE'HIGH LEVEL OF UNREPRESE~TATION
The tentative explanation prGferred for the high level
of unrepresentation is the financial inability of the
accused person to engage the services,. of a lawyer.
Various other reasons, often related to poverty,
explicate the 'high level of unrepresentation. Wilkins
suggests the following: ignorance as to the significanc~
of a criminal record; conce~n that they (the poor) may'
lose their jobs; distru~t, degradation, and fear often. ' ,
associated in their minds with ue Lfare offlCEirs~"and the
quite conceivable extension of these feelings tow~rds
the lawyers' associa ted wi th 'the system t; concer n tha t a
lawyer may only serve to C9mplicate, and perhaps worsen,
their, posi tion; the mere fact the t the la,wyer is
associated with the criminal justice system, which may be
perceived to'be their oppies~br. '
An accused person may also' be refused po~ice bail after
arrest or court bail after he is produced in court.
Alternativel~, he may be allowed bail~ but may be unable
to furnish it. Once in remand he is cut-off completely
from people, such as relatives who .mediate and secure
the serv ices' of a lawyer on his behalf. His ab ility to
contact the outside world depends largely on the_co-
operation afforded him by his prison warders. These
accused who have been remanded in prison often complain
about the total lack of sympathy in this respect shown
by their custodians. Some support for this is provided, ,
by the statistics. Of e raQdom,surv~y of 56 repressnted
accused in Study 1, only 8 (14%) were recorded as
represented the first time they appeared before the
court. The remaining 48 (84%) uere representsd only
••• /16
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after they were released on bail.
Which reason is decisive in a given case is difficult
to determine. But the central role of poverty is
difficult to rule out. Many of the reasons given
result from ignorance which in turn may be fairly
directly traceable to poverty and low education levels.
In study 2 it was possible to ascertain the income
levels of 73 accused persons. Their income
distribution was as follows:-
TABLE 5
INCOME AND REPRESENTATION
STUDY 2
Income
($ per month) Represented Unrepresented Total
$ 0-$100 0 32 32
$ 101-$200 1 24 25
$ 201~$250 11 3 14
$ 251-$300 0 1 ,
$ 301-$400 0 1 1
Total 12 61 73
Also the usual response from accused asked Yhy they did
not engage a counsel were "1 can't afford it" cnd "I
don't have any money". A random survey of thirty-six
accused persons charged with various offences in the
Kuala Lumpur courts showed the following results: 33 of
them (91.7%) were earning income ranging from 0- 250/-.
only 3 (8.3%) earned $390 per month. 18 of them were
daily paid in such jobs as contract labourers, lorry
attendants, carpenters and blocksmiths. Intere tingly
only the three earning monthly income of 390 U 0
represented. Thus in Malaysia at leost poverty doe
seem to hove a critical role in explaining th hi h
level of unrepresentotion.
.•./17
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This position will in all probnbility be exacerbated
as economic development proceeds. As Metzger points
out, economic development may adversely affect the
supply of legel services to lower income groups as well
as affecting the demand for such services. As he puts
it succinctly:
"Economic growth in most developing
countries have been associated with
a general inflationary trend, as
much the result of discontinuities
in the development process as of
the forces of industrialization and
urbanization.- Lower income groups
are most adversely affected by such
inflation. Incresses in the price
of legal services and the general
impact of inflation on disposable
income available for expenses other
than food and shelter have tended
to make legal services relatively
less accessible to lower income
groups than such services were at
earlier stages in the development
"3process. II'
c. LEGAL REPRESENTATION AND PLEAS
Ploa, finding and sentence are the most crucisl decision
po~nts for individual cases. for those who plead
guilty, the proceedings are determined. A narration of
the f'acts consti tuting the charge by the- prosecution
usually follows tho plea of guilt and a further
opportunity is given to the accused to confir~ or deny
-4these facts. Once confirmed the plea cannot be
changed be changed except upon valid and sufficient
grounds which satisfy the magistrate that it is proper
in the interest of justice that 3 change be allowed.25
The accused is then subject to the production of a
••. /18
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probation report in the case of juveniles and 0 past
criminal record in the case of others, found guilty
and sentenced. A plea of guilt constitutes then a
waiver by the accused of his rights to have the case
proved against him beyond reosonable doubt and a
further right for him to rebut the prosecution cese
on a balance of probabilities. It is therefore
critical in the administr~tion of justice that the
plea recorded is correct and truly reflects the
guilt of the accused
?3
Ibid. This kind of impact is evident in Malaysia.
for example, the income level of the poor has
dropped dramatically since Independence (1957).
In 1957 the top 20% of the household population
received almost 50% of total income while the
bottom 20% received barely 6% of. it. In 1970
the top 20% have increased their shore of income
to 55% while the bottom 20% decreased their share
to only 4%: See, Malaysia, Mid-Term Review of
theJSecond Malaysia Plan 1971-1975, Kuala Lumpur,
Government Printers, 1973, p.2 onwards.
According to the Treasuty Report 1974 - 1975,
the top 10% of households increased their overage
monthly income by 46% from $766 in 1957 to
$1,130 in 1970. On the other hand, tho incomes
of the bottom 10% declined by 31% from 48 to
$33 during the some period: See Malaysia,
Economic Report 1974 - 1975, The Treasury Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur, GovernmenL Printers, p.84. The
reference in both these reports is to absolute
incomes. With the impact of inflation recogni d,
the position of the poor if moasured in torms of
real income would be appreciably uor e.
24
Yap Ton Lim v. E (1930) 2 M.C. 119, 124, 125
25
~. v. Sam Kim Kai (1960) M.L.J. 265, 267
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Formal Plea
Representa tion Guilty Not Guilty Total
Represented 7 (1003%) 60 (88.2%) 67 (100%
Unf'epresented 153 (60.6%) 75 (31.1%) 231 (100%
Total '163 (54.7%) 135 (45.3%) 298 (100%
)
)
'42
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Herein lies the crux of the problemo
only be correctly made if the accused
For a plea can
is sufficiently
informed of the integral elements of the charge.
Except in the simplest of offences, it is logical to
assign a crucial role to counsel in helping the accused
make an informed plea.
In the first step towards establishing this, a study
was made to escertain the relationship between
representation and the plea recorded.
TABLE 6
REPRESENTATION AND PLEA
STUDY 1
)
Chi-square=68.07, df =1, p<= 0.001, phi= 0.48
This table shows that there exists significant differences
in t.he pleas r scordad between Cases which are unr apresent.ed
as compared with those which are represented.
(Chi-square = 68.07, P =<0.001). A very small percentage
(10.3%) of the represented pleaded guilty as contrasted
with a very high percentage (60.6%) of the unrepresented
whoplooded guilty. Thora exists a strong association
between being unrepresented and pleading guilty (phi=0.48).
This table establishes clearly that the unrepresented are
more likely to enter pleas of guilty than those represented •
•••/20
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These figures could possibly suggest h ho D who
believe they are guilty, think it unnoco Dr 0 ng ge
counsel and plead guilty unaided. They thus av them-
selves an unnecessary and expensive tr al proces. But
if the belief expressed earlier is correct - that
lacK of means determines the lou level of repreeen atiofl
_ then a serinus threat to tho fair adminis ration of
criminal justice exists. Unaided by counsel, he is
unable to make an informed plea. Also left to himself,
often ignorant and illiterate and placed in a
culturally alien environment he falls easy prey to the
pressures of overzealous officers keen to secure B
conviction on any account. Thus, unaided by counsel,
s high percentage of the unrepresented may plead guilty
for reasons extraneous to thair guilt or innocence.
As the date was from court records, it was no possible
to interview those convicted on a pIes of guilty to
establish why they so pleaded. A moogra attempt to
interview those in the "bull pen" where lower court
accused often walt prior to being called to the cour
showed that out of the 26 accused in Study 3, 22 (84.6 )
had been' subjected to some form of pressure or threat
by the police to plead guilty_ It was not po s bl ,
however, to ascertain whether this pressure in fact 1 d
to guilty pleas. It may be useful to look a one study
where convicted accused were interviewed. 56(52.8) of
the 106 interviewees who denied their guilt pleaded
guilty. The reasons given ranged from pol c pr ssure
or "advice" (17 or 30.4%), a feeling of fu ility n
defending an action in which the court would h v 0
believe the accused's version of events in pr franc
to that advanced by the police (8 or 14.3 ), d r to
get tho case over with and thus ovoid a r nd (S or
809%), foar that any other pleo would be ml con ru d
by the court resulting in a harsher sent nc (S or )
In the 1975 study earlier referred to on
of the poor, the responses of needy co un
criminal process was also investigated. Th ubj
1 n
o h
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interviewed were asked what they would do if their child
was charged with a criminal offence. Almost all
responded that as the criminal process was initiated only
if tHe person was in fact guilty there was little that
could be done or they could do except plead to the police
for clemency. This reflects as well the over drawing
view of authority by the needy communities. In the
circumstances, only a negligible number considered the
services of a lawyer.
The foregoing analysis suggests that representation at
the plea stage should result in a greater percentage of
accused claiming trial. One of the obvious ways of
testing this hypotheses is to ascertain how many of those
who were unrepresented and pleaded guilty, changed their
plea to not guilty after retaining counsel. only in
Study 3A was clear information available showing the
c~ange of plea after retention of counsel. Table 7 set
forth the result.
TABLE 7
RETENTION Of COUNSEL AND CHANgI
Of PLEAS
-
PLEA
Ropresentation total
at Trial Plea changed Plea of
from Not Guilty Not Guilty
at 1st Mention Maintained
to Guilty at
Trial
Counsel
Retainod 9 (14.3%) 54 (85.7%) 63 (100%
Counsel Not
Retained 37 (47.4%) 41 (52.6%) 78 (100%
)
)
Chi-square = 17.41, df = 1, P =< 0.001, phi = 0.35
••• /22
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This table shows unequivocally tha thore i a
significant difference between retaining counsol and
changing plea from not guilty (chi-squaro 17 41,
p = 0.001). Of the 141 unreprosented accused who
pleaded bot guilty at the first mention, 63 ng ged
counsel. O! this, 9 (14.3%) changed their pI as to
guilty. Of the remaining 78 unrepresented, 37 (47.4%)
changed their pleas to guilty. The association
between not retaining counsel and changing pleas from
not guilty to guilty is moderately strong (phi -0.35).
Finally is is appropriate to refer to the on-going
debate on the impact of counsel at the plea stage. One
line of thinking s~gg9sts that the provision of counsel
at this stage will result in unwarrantod not guilty pleas
being entered as a matter of course even when it is
patent that the accused is guilty. The other line of
thinking disputes this strenously. Callan, for example,
has warned that,
" .... i t would ••• be a ser i oue error to
assume that .•• representation of the
accused by counsel in criminal rna ters,
with the resulting consoquences that
there are fewer pleas of guilty nd'o
gteater ax'ar cLao of rights, Le on
undesirable" state of affairs or is
indicative of abuses."31
Thomas Heald states that,
" ,.0 OSlto the possibility that legal
aid hos increased the proportion of
unwarranted pleas of not guil y, on
can only say (0) that there i no
empirical evidence whatsoevor to
support this suggestion, and (b) h
it seems to be a libel on tho log 1
profession.,,32
Given the lack of eVidence, it would ind d b un r
... /2
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the legal profession to assume that its members would
encourage unwarranted pleas of guilty; nor can it be
conc14ded that a greater number of pleas of not guilty
are necessarily undesirable.
In conclusion it may be surmised from the data that the
unrepresented accused are more likely to enter p~eas
of guilty than their represented counterparts. Further
it appears that a high percentage of the unrepresented
may plead guilty for reasons extraneous to their guilt
or innocence. Some confirmation of this comes from the
significant corelation between retaining counsel and
changing pleas from guilty to not guilty.
D. EfEBESENTATION AND THE FINDING
Although the plea, finding and sentence are the most
crucial decision points for individual cases the finding
is easily the more important of the three in cases
where the accused pleas not guilty. Whether from the
point of the State or the accused, the finding - guilty
or not guilty - is the test of the state's case and
determines whether the accused shall be marked by a
record or conviction. The finding of the court is also
a fairly straight forward and important indicator of
differences according to representation
31
T.P. Callan, "The treasurer reports - Legal Aid
Committee," Law Society Gaz8~, 5(March 1971).11
32
Thomas Heald, "The bar after Beeching - a personal
view," Criminal Law Reviews 5 (December 1969), 630-1.
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TABLE B
REPRESENTATIO AND r 0 GS - S UOy
29 (50 9 )
1B8 (89.5%)
2 (49.1 )
22(10 5 )
o
Represent.ed
Unrepresented
ot Guil y
Reprosentation
Guilty
57(100
210( 0
Chi-sqU£lre = 4.49, df - 1, p ;'0001, p 0
Table 8 sets forth tho number 0 ca 0 in hich hor
an overall finding of guilty by the cour n r p c
all cases 33 and compares them w h CD h ch he
findings was not guilty. It also nn r 0
representation according to the finding 0 cou •
data is in respect of Study 1. Th i e
produces a highly significant value (chi-squ r
p= <0.001). The unrepresented d h d 0 v r
greator chance of being found gUll y
represented countorpart. A vary high
unrepresented (89 5%) uere Qund guil
50.9% of the represented uho u r 0
unrepresented hod thus an al os on
greoter chance of being found gu
represonted had an almost five tim
boing acquitted uhen comparod u th
counterpart. The association b tu n
and a finding of guilt wos modor ly
d
P
y co p
ound Th
1
gr r c 0
p a d
r n 1
r
of
Table 9 presents the dot in r
procoeded to trial. The do a 1
registered in tho Kuala Lumpur
Courts in 1973v
ct 0 c
n
n
33 About 42 coses woro oxc ud d
Those involved coses uh'ch
aise disposed of, or uncI cr.
o h co pu
n
n
/
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TABLE 9
REPRESENTATION AND FINDINGS
Representation
I
Finding Total
Represented·
Unrepresented
20 (40.8%)
42 (87.5%)
29 (59.2%)
6 (12.5%)
49(100%)
48(100%)
Guilty Not 8uilty
Chi-square= 22.83, df= 1, p=< 0.001, phi= 0.49
Here again the statistical test produces a highly significant
value (chi-squc:lre = 22.83, p=<0.001). An inordinotely
high proportion (87.5%) of the unrepresented were found
guilty. Conversely, the represented had an almost five
times greater chance of being acquitted compared to the
unrepresented, The association between non-representation
and a finding of guilt was strong (phi = 0.49).
E. REPRESE~TATION AND SENTENCE
1. GENERALLY
This~Chepter seeks to examine the impact of representation
on the final outcome of the case namely the sentence
imposed.· The abjectiv8 was to ascertain the relationship
belwoen representation and the severity of the sentence
imposed.
It is generally rocagnised that a numbar of factors, apart
from representation, may affect the severity of the
sen t.ence imposed'.
These factors may be identified as follows :
(1) the previous criminal history of the accused;
(2) the age of the accused (whether juvenile or adult);
(3) the nature of the offence;
(4) the seriousness of the offence;
• < • /26
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(5) the role of individu 1 porsonality ch r c ri c
and attitude of the judgea;
(6) the relationship between sentencing dl p ri i
and the social/community context in wh ch h e
decisions are "taken; and
(7) the use made of information during the en oncing
process.
To minimise the impact of these variablos he of onc
were, where ~bssible, clasj~fied'into property cnd non-
property offences; the offenders who had no previou
criminal history were separated from those w·th
previous conviction and separate consideration u s given
to those above 21 years and those elow this ege.
The impact of the "human ..E!quation" was gre tly m' ni .s d
as the caS8 from each study were from court here it i
reliably learnt only ono Magistrate act throughou the
time when the data were recorced. Further in re pact 0
the study of the Kuala Lumpur Court, tho commun·ty
context was unchanging. The impact of the 1 s v r obl
could only be minimised in relation to juven'le of ondor
This is because, after a juvenile is convic d but
before sentence is passed, a probationor' r por
covering tho juvenile's social and clos b ckground, h
job opportunities, his adjustment a th oci tc ,
is made available to the court. As reg rd
there was no such consistent and exhaust1v pr nt 'on
of information to assist the court.
Two sets of data were compiled: one in ro p c 0
cases without controlling the abov~ foc or hich
affect sentence, and the other which took h v bl
into account.
The following tentative conclusions m y b d
tho unrepresented was more likely to roc
entailing a fine or imprisonment. 5 cond y,
n' r r
n
unrepresented was givon a custodiol n nc o l n
I
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than the represented. Thirdly, the unrepresented was
more likely to receive a severer custodial sentence
than his ropresented counterpart. Fourthly, the
unrepresented accused fared bettar compared to the
represented only insofar as he was less likely to
receive a severe fine when such a sentence was
imposed against him.
2. CONTROLLING THE VARIABLES AFFECTING SENTENfI
The first striking observation which may be made is that
there was no significant co-relationship between severity
of sentence and representation when the samples were
controlled for age (21 years and below and above 21 years)
and the nature of the offence (i.e. property/non-property).
The association between representation and severity of
sentence was also very weak in all these tables.
Secondly, the tender age of the accused did not result in
the imposition of a lighter sentence where he was
unrepresented.
Thirdly, the same pattern was seen in respect of those
aged 21 and above in respect of non-property offences.
By way of conclusion the following observations may be
made. The impact of representatio~ appeared insignificant
at the sentence stage. First, the relationship between
being represented and receiving a lighter sentence was
insignificant. The association between representation
and sentence was also weak. Secondly, the chances of the
represented and the unrepresented being imposed either
custodial sentence or a fine were about even. Thirdly,
the relationship between representation and receiving a
light sentence or a fine were insignificant and the
association very weak. The pattern altered somewhat
when representation was related to the imposition of
custodial sentences. There was a relationship between
representation and sentence but the association was not
••• /28
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very strong. There wes no differ nc in th
\
the variables (age, criminal history of h
nature of the offence) were controlled. lh
therefore, is the.t representation does no"
ult \oJhn
d,
ct
sen tence, a Lthough in absolute ter ns, h unr pr nt d
was marginally worse off thon the repr ented Thi
suggests that confining legal aid to the ent nc age,
as is presently done in Malaysia, is D a t of c rc
funds.
f. THE UNREPRESENTED ACCUSED IN COURT
Apart from the actual disadvantage 0 n ccu
"handling" of his case, it is no,",beginl"lin t
recognised that the set-up of court procedure
manner in which court rituals are observed nd
can intimidate an unrepresented accused suff c·
as to impair the production of justice 1n g
Courts.38
d n
b
and he
n c ed
n ly
r as
The first such foctor identified is spaca.
"Spatial dominance is ochiav d by 0 ruc ur 1
elevation, and the meglstrato it r d
up from the rost of the court. Th
defendont is elsa raisod up to publ c v
but the dock is set lOlJer han ho
magisterial seat, whilst tho ro 1
surrounding it are symbolic 0 h d nd n ,
captive s t a to. Of all the on
the defendont is tha one
furthest away from the ag
This spatial arrangement to on onloo 1
mors than an orderly display of ju
definite ropurcussions The ar on e
poor acoustics result in andom c h or n p c
result often is thnt the accu d v r
/
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what is said to or of him. Many leave the court not
really knowing what has been decided. A female accused
in Dell's study is quoted as saying:
"The judge mumbles away, and you don't know
whether or not he's supposed to be talking
to youo,,40
38
See Pat Carlen, Magistrates' Justice~ London,
1976, from which the ensuing discussion is
largely derived (referred hereinafter and in
the text as 'Carlen'). The study is based on
a six months' observation in the London
Stipendiary magistrates court and gaoler's
office, a two months' observation of the
London lay magistrates courts and further
twelve months regular vists to six other
Stipendiary Magistrates Courts.
39
Lb i d , at p , 21
40
Cited in a Report by Justice, The Unrepresent~
Defendan~ In Magistrates Courts, London, 1971,
p. 15~
Carlen cites an interview with a probation officer
depicting this problem vividly and which description
fits our court so completely:
"Ther e are prac tical di ffic ul ties re la tin9 to that
building. The acoustics are so bad. We're
sitting up in that little box which is half as
near again to the magistrates; I often can't hear,
so they literally can't hear, Also the procedure
isn't made sufficiently plain to them,
•.• /30
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Particularly first hearing - or hon h y ju
appear and are remanded to anoth r d
you see people ",ith a sort of blank - nd
perhaps later on a confused expr s ·on - nd
n d -
rd
they go rushing out no sura ",ha '
being pushed along by the polic •
don't think they know wha has appen d n
Court. They know they've been charged, nd
they probably know what they've been ch r ed
with, but they don't know why the c h
been put off. They can't under t nd th
jargon, the terms in which it is put to
unless they are sufficiently forc fui or
aggressive characters to say' n cou , 'I
don't understond ••••••• would you repeat h ?
which many of them aren't. I think the ju
miss it - and they really rely on e pe11ce
in the gaoler's office, or jus~ anyon~ "'he
happens to be about to say, uh - but quite
of ton it's the constable "'ho's pro ecu n
tho arresting ~oliceman, who gives the cn 1do ,
before they go in and when they com au, a
",hat's happening. Which, ns tho 0 h nd
fair enough some of the police Qr qu ood
But on the other hand thoy'ro bound 0 giv
them a biased picture of their po 1 on n cour •
(Miss S, probation officer)_"41
Tho placing and distant spacing
magistrate is also conducive to he
intimate details, in themselves not
law, from a person merely accused of br
public, the accused is degraded or humi Dt
of his private life often attended to by
laughs from others hearing. As 0 11
accused when asked 'What h~ve you to
d f 0
o
o th
u. In
n
nd
n
? ' p
simply 'I'm sorry.'
/
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"They felt it impossible or inappropriate in the
formal atmosphere of the court to talk about the
background of the offence.1I41A
Thera is also the violation of the usual conversational
practice which exacerbates the bewilderment of the accused.
In conventional social practice, it is assumed that one
answers to the questioner. But as Carlen observes:
"In magistrate's courts, however, defendants often
find that they ore continually rebuked, either
for not addressing their answers to the
. !
magistrate or for directing their answers to
their interrogators in such a way that the
magistrate cannot hear them. As a result,
defendants are often in the position having to
synchronize their answers and stances in a
way quite divorced from the conventions of
everyday life outside the courtroom,,,42
The effeot on on accused may be "paralysing."
The other major "coercive" factor is time. The police stage
manage the entire ~roceedings and ensure its continuity:
putting some 20 - 30 accused or more before the magistrateo
They ensure the presence of the accused in court, that
they stand in or out of the dock when the case is called
and that the charge. sheets are properly drawn up and
before the court. They 'program' the business, calling
out remand cases first. Although they may not have, in
lower, court prosecutions at least~ any vested interest
in the accused pleading guilty, yet time is valued
greatly. 'A shortened session can provide a leisure
bonus'. Given the voluma of cases before lower courts
41 Corlen, op.cit n.10 p.22
41AJustice Report, OPt cit. n. 3y p , 15
421,bLd 24p.
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these bonuses only mater! lize if t jar yah
accused pleod guilty. And so polie pr ur a v
time is ~lways exerted. The r cone rn or v n
often reflects in the nature of he cho n n
accused is charged with an offence 0
are certain he will plead guilty.
'l pol e
There also exist various fac ors which inh b1
accused's presentational sty~e Th accu ed 0 n
from the prisons and token to the cour u r r
kept in the court lock-up. Then fo 10 or a
monitoring and scheduling uhore the ccu ad r d
from lock-up to court just before e c
Often a switch of courts is involv d.
escorts the accused into tho dock nd
stands to sit, to answer and to b qu
leaning against the dock, to stand up
•
n
h n
o op
r ht, c.
As Carlen states
"These physical checks, tog th r t r
of commands and counter-co and
produces on accused with uch d1 rou
state of mind that he ju t won
whole thing over wi h ' 3
The presentation of the magis ra 0 i
ceremony: his entrance is hearald d, W
shout, any notice which detract fro
court is immediately checked. hrou
is.-giveo utmost deference. 1h n 0
reinforced by the ceremonial fo m 0
is complimentarily addrossed - "Your
counsel' 'Honourable Prosecutor' -
accused who is unceremoniou ly pr
unentitled, Ahmad. The inhibit1n
o g
d d w
must have on on unreprOSBn od ceu d
Then of courSB there is th r con
rhetoric and judicial r lity d
r r 0
u
/
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the accused. According to the rules of the game of
justice, and in legal rhetoric, an accused is innocent
until proven guilty. But to the police he is a
prisoner for whose safe-keeping they are accountable.
So he is both innocent and a prisoner.
Carlen sums up the two main f~nctions for such ascription
to the £:ICCUS ed :
"0 •• it diminishes the interactional uncertainty
characteristic of encounters in which the status
of one person remains und~rfined: it provides,
tautological justification for the narrow r~nge
of styles adopted by police in police/defendant
encounters.,,44
But while such ascription may hove its justification, and
it may be acceptable. in' the abstract to characterize a
person as both a prisoner and an innocent, in reality and to t
the accused this position is hardly ~ntelligible. This
odds ;0 the imtimidation of the accused person with its
consequent adverse affect on the production of justice
in the courts.
As a result of the coercive effect of these procedures
and rituals, it is not unsurprising that the bulk of the
unrepresented accused plead gu{lty in our courts. As
o3rlier shown some of tho unrepresented 60.6% (study 1),
86.0% (Study 2) and 79.0% (Study 3) pleaded guilty. It
was analysed that there ~xists a significant relation-
ship between being unrepresented and pleading guilty.
More significantly it was shown that there is a significant
relationship between retaining counsel abd changing pleas
from guilty to not guilty.
43 ...
ibid p. 29
44
ibid p. 33
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Dell's study is more sign"fic nt "n h
safar as it reveals that a largo nu 0
denied their guilt but pleaded gu lty non
were unrepresented. Out of th 527
yare '06 yho denied their guil 0 0
56 of the women pleaded guil Y 7 pI d no
7
34
p c n
guilty. Seventy eight of the
had no legal advice before pleadin •
proportion - tyO thirds of ho, pI d d
contrast, of the 22 uho den·ad gu 1 nd
advice before pleading only r (3
Wilkins study in the provinc~al court (C
Division) of Tpronto, Canada sho d
unrepresented pleaded guilty 1 ad n9 h
that
"Unrepresented accused ar 0
formal pleas of guilty th n
either under the certific
ho
5
72. o
o conclud
o n r
o
pl n 0
dTho small number of the accusod who r
claim trial ere aleo under c sever
conduct of their trial. As Car n
"As a captive player he canno
ho often does symbolicall )
game. This handicap xist
Metropolitan Courts whore Q r
policemen and probe ion of
Lime explaining both l
state of play to tho d r 1
inextricably in the form
47court hearings ....
Bad acoustics and the unfamil r,
results in a bouildered and r gh
able to participate meaningful y
Often his attempts to explc n
being out of time ('You explo n o
/
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'You can't say that kind of thing') and (fI certainly
hope you know what you are saying'). Attempts by
magistrates to explain legal procedures and meanings
to accused, aften adds confusion to confusion. In a
quick barrage of words, an accused is apprised of the
meaning of 'intent' 'without just cause' etc .. Safe-
guards such as provided by S.173(a) and (b) of the
Criminal Procedure Code are often meaningless in a
real sense. Section 173(a) provides that when an
accused appears before the court, a charge containing
the particulars of the offence of which he stands
accused shall be read and explained to him and he
shall be asked to plead to the charge. Sub-section
(b) provides that if the accused pleads guilty, he
may be convicted thereon, provided that before a plea
of gUilty is recorded the court shall ascertain that
he understands the nature and consequences of his plea
and intends to admit, without qualification, the
offence alleged against him.48
But this "explanation" of the charge consists almost
always of a quick reading of the charge by an interpreter
to a baffled accused who has, more often than not,
decided to plead guilty to extricate himself from this
generally overawing if not frightening experience. The
charge is often couched in technical language incomprehensiv8
to most laymen.
48
Courts have quashed convictions based on guilty pleas
entered in contravention of this provision: Sea
Cheng Ah Sang c O.P.P'· (1948) M.L.J. 82; Koh Mui Kiow
v. E (1952) M.l.J 214, Yeo Sun Huat v ~ (1961)
M.L.J. 328; P.P. v. Charnras Tassaso (1975) 1. M.L.J.44
•••/36
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Section 257 (i) of the code provides that when the court
calls upon the accused to answer ,the prosecution case,
~nd if the accused is unrepresented the court shall
"Inform hcilmof his right to give evidence on
his own beh~lf, and if he elects to give
evidence on his own behalf shall call his
attention to the principal points in the
evidence for the prosecution which tell
against him in order that he may have an
opportunity of explaining themo,,49
Not only is this section hardly used, but it is hardly
possible to explain the prosecution case and the ingredients
of the offence adequately in a short span of time to a
bewildered accused.
More importantly although the accused may understand what
is being conveyed, he will almost invariably miss its
procodural or juristic significance" One clear example
is when the three choices are put to the accused, that
is whether he wishes to speak from the dock, ~ake a
statement on oath, or remain silent. The accused
understands what choices exist but clearly is in no
position to appreciate the advantages of one option over
the othor.
It was sought to determine to the extent possible, the
extent to which the unrepresented accused who claimed
trial was handicapped in the conduct of his defence. The
data collected were based on sitting in two separate
courts and evaluated how effectively the accused
conducted his cass. This was really difficult to aSS8SS
inasmuch as the questions asked by the accused had to
be related,,:to the substantive law as wall as facts
poculiarly within his knowledge. But these problems
appeared difficult to surmount. However, the impact of
such a limitation was minimized considerably in study
2 as those who are listed as unable to conduct an
effective cross-examination, could little more than keep
••• /38
asserting that h pro cu on n 11
and thnt hie ver ion h co ud 2
of the 28 unrepreaont duo cl
observed to have conduct d on
examination of the pro
inadequate presontat oQ 0
detailed study of tho po
varices stages of the tr 1 a
of study SA. The reeul er
h
on n
The results make patent he r
defendant to utili
procedural devices to ero Q n
examination by the ro t (66.0 )
and consisted of little mor th n pro
innocenco.
n d
1 eruci
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up r c
on 0
TABLE 10
CONDUCT BY THE ACCUSED or IS R l
STUDY :3
Yo o 1
Crass-examination
Submission after
prosecution case
Defenco coIled
o
11031 (66.0 ) 1 ( .0)
o
38 (93 0 )
49
In Shaari v. P.P (1963) M.l.J. 22,
although tho Magistrat h dId
points of the evidence again t th pp
appellant was not prejudic d 1n 0
to giv~ "intelligent reply' 1n h nc •
d h
1 n h
n h
1
. ./
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Accused gives
evidence 33 (87.0%) 5 (13.0%) 38(100%)
Accused calls
other witnesses 6 (16.0%) 32 (84.0%) 38(100%), ,
Submission at e~d
of Defence case 0 38 (100%) 38(100%)
Found guilty 37 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 38(100%)
No submissions at the end of the prosecution case by the
accused were made. In the circumstanQes, quite expectedly,
in 93.0% of the cases the defence was called. Although
some 87.0% of the accused gave evidence, it consisted of
little more than a bare statement of their version of
their story and a bald assertion of innonence. More
significant, 84.0% called no witness at all. 8etween a
well-marshalled prosecution cese and a mere statement by
the accused without the help of a witnesses, the court's
choice is predictable. This, couple~ with no submission
at the close of the case for the defence, resulted
inevitably in a very high rate of convictions 98.0%.
finally it is noted that 5 of the accused gave no
evidence at all on their behalf. They also did not
cross-examine the witness. That they claimed trial at
all indicates their refusal to plead guilty and possibly
suggests that, despite the heovy odds stacked against
them their belief in their innonence was staunch.
Possibly too they also had faith that the court process
would vindicate their position. If these suggestions
are correct then there exists a very serious problem of
justice in the criminal arena.
G. CONCLUSION
This study shows how seuet~ly handicapped an unrepresented
accused is as compared to his represented counterpart.
At the plea stage, data shows that the unrepresented
accused ore more likely to enter pleas of guilty than those
unrepresented. Evidence oxists to suggest that a high
percentage of the unrepresented may plead guilty for
reasons extraneous to their guilt or innocence. Studies
•••/40
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Finally this study shows that there is an urgent need to
direct attention to extricating accused persons, who are
hauled in doily to and through our courts, from their
plight.
As was stated at the outset, it is not only the interests
of the accused which needs protection; wider and more
important interests are rt stake. Ultim~tely the proper
functioning of the rul~:'t'lf~J'''hecr iminal/lfi"ilfnjeopardy.
'\ i~.
